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CHAIRMANS CHAT April 2022
Many members will already be aware that due to ill health, Chris Parr, one of our
Club’s founders, Club Secretary, and Magazine editor has decided to call it a day
and resign his position as magazine editor within the Club.

We have already got a team in place to take over the Magazine production thanks
to Club member Keith Yates and his son-in-law David Bresnahan, both Club
Members and they are beginning to meet and liaise with Chris to ensure the Magazine continues to be produced and keep you all informed as to what is going on.
However, Chris will continue as Secretary for the immediate future.
The front cover of this edition shows me with both my winning rocker box and the
trophy. Having checked with Ed that all was in place for the event, I then made
sure the winner’s cups were OK and dusted off the Chester rocker box and broken
piston award. I thought it poor show that I was not putting forward an entry and
took a very rusty rocker box from under my car port and my grandson’s skate
board. Then with the aid of some lubricant for the skate board wheels I then put
some weight inside the rocker box and strapped it to the skateboard using some
cable ties. The weight and the free moving wheels turned out to be a winning combination.
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I have to thank Ed for his new improved ramp projectory and to those members who
turned up to watch the proceedings, and most importantly those of you who turned up
with some fantastic machines, much better looking that my rust bucket.
A special presentation was made for the late Chris Howarth in the form of the Chester
rocker box and piston which now stands permanently on top of our display cabinet in
the Conservative Club entrance hall.
I watched an edition of Bangers and Cash one day last month, the programme which
shows vehicles shown at auction in Mathewson’s Auction rooms in Yorkshire. The
first vehicle shown was an extremely rusty Armstrong Siddeley saloon, a Whitely, I
think, which only the very bravest person would tackle. The tin worm had really taken its toll on this vehicle and it sold for an amazing £2000. The second vehicle was a
Triumph Herald convertible which was complete with several period accessories including, do you remember them, those springy things that attached to the front hubs to
alarm you when you are too close to the curb. This outstanding one-family-owned car
sold for a mere £5,000. As I have mentioned before, I am amazed at the low prices
vehicles are sold for on this programme not to mention of course the Armstrong Siddeley.
In a recent article in the ‘Weekend’ magazine was an item regarding Malcolm Campbell. Sir Malcolm held both Land and Water speed records and was the first person to
travel at 300mph on land. He died in 1948 and his son Donald, also a record breaker,
died in a horrific crash in his Bluebird boat on Coniston water in 1967. Since then the
remains of the boat has been recovered from the lake and has undergone an extensive
rebuild but is now the subject of a lot of legal wrangling over the ownership. Sir Malcolm’s grandson, Don Wales who is a photographer holds the world speed record for
a steam powered car. In 2015 he drove the Sunbeam car on Pendine Sands in Wales at
just 50mph wearing a leather flying hat and goggles in an open cockpit. His record
that day was 146 mph and to think that Sir Malcolm drove at just over 300mph in
1935 wearing a similar hat and goggles is quite unbelievable.
On a personal note, my late father had a close friend called Guy Tappin, an estate
agent in Wembley, Middlesex who was a great friend of Sir Malcolm and Guy’s eldest son was named Malcolm. Son Malcolm was a structural engineer and came to
Christine’s and my wedding in 1969. I remember that Guy had a Daimler Conquest
saloon car with a semi-automatic gearbox and the car had the registration SGY followed by three letters and had the nickname ‘SOGGY’. The record for the worlds
fastest steam car is held by Don Wales at 148mph and he hopes to achieve a record
for the fastest electric car in due course.
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For the meeting this month we have a talk and demonstration from Ken Coxey in respect of his model steam train passion which should be a very interesting presentation.
I hope to see you then.

Factfile
In 1994 BMW bought Rover Group for £300m. In 2000 they sold Land Rover to
Ford for £1.85 billion, and Rover to four Midlands businessmen for £10
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Front Cover Photo is:The Chairman - Rocker Box Champion 2022 with his Cup for the fastest, bestest, Rocker Box. See Ed Burke’s report on the next page.

Editorial - Changes
There are going to be changes with the production of the magazine in that, from June
the Magazine will have new editors - Keith Yates with David Bresnahan, . I’m hanging my hat up after 30 years. Keith is local, but David, his Son-in-Law, lives in Wiltshire. Keith has been supplying the ‘Mini break to Mini Issues’ articles, and is writing
about Fiat this month, and David recently sent a piece entitled ‘Millenial cars’.

The Drive-it-Day Run ending at Dagfields Cr afts & Antiques,
Nantwich on Sunday 24th April will start from Arkwright Road,
Marple at 10.30am. See you there.
Finally, don’t forget to enter your car Reg Nº at the Con Club Bar when you arrive at the High L:ane Con Club. You don’t want to risk being a fine for not doing it,
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The H and H CVC International Rocker Box Racing Championship
(Winter Series) 2020-22
Well, you all managed to do it yet again with another batch of magnificent racers
(about 14 in total) and another good crowd.
The racing started around 8:15 and
so did the incidents with numerous crashes into the crowd and furniture etc the management were not impressed, my Buckler 80 turned over twice in practice, so I let my
nephew Jim have a go with it and it ran ok for him.
The two H and H house cars Mr and Mrs Stig both struggled this year and Mrs Stig
could not repeat the winning success at the last event in 2019.
The roughest car of
the night was Steve Divall’s skate board which was rescued from his wife’s clutches
before she threw it away, it had rusted away under the car port and needed new cable
ties to retain its body. Unbeknown to us he had added a little more weight which improved it no end, but still no paint.
So the results are ---Overall Winner -- The unpainted skate board ‘’rusty wreck’’

Second -- The silver Buckler 80 - ‘’Luck of the Irish’’
Best Dressed Rocker Box -- ‘’Onehalf’’ Landrover V8
Bad luck Wooden spoon --

The six wheel ‘’Panther Tyrrell’’ (it lost a wheel)

The Chester ‘’Mad Dogs’’ Maddox Piston Broke Trophy – Chris Howarth
This is awarded to a club member who during the previous show season/s have had
some bad luck. Chris was well known for blowing head gaskets and limped home
from many events with his two Bentleys and a Range Rover which all ran on LPG)
Sadly this was posthumous as Chris passed away a few months ago. Steve Divall accepted the award on behalf of Chris and it will reside in the clubs trophy cabinet.
Thanks for all the help given during the evening by the catchers Jim Lloyd and Craig
Isles, launch loader Simon Isles and Lynn and Paul the Judges, plus Steve the
‘’voice’’ for getting the Trophy’s done etc and to Pete Norbury Ex GMP for keeping
law and order with the now very valuable Austin J40 pedal Traffic Car.
PS Richard Burnham (a previous winner) has again promised to come out of retirement for next year so the competition will be fierce in 2023.
I hope everybody had a good time, thanks again Ed Burke.
PPS over the last few years it has become clear that no matter how much engineering goes in to the racers a cheap bodge up can still win so why not build one
for next time, good or bad.
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MG Catch up.

Graham Scattergood

Hi gang,
Well, time marches on and I hope this recent fine, dry and sunny weather has seen
you out and about in your trusty steeds or at least receiving maybe some final fettling
before the club activities get into full swing. Talking of which, I would like to thank
Ed for his efforts setting up the apparatus, and also for roping Simon and Craig into
helping make the rocker box racing a fun, and enjoyable evening. Thanks Ed !
April will see what should also be a fun and enjoyable club night, when our new recruit to the MG section namely Ken Coxey, takes centre stage to enlighten us in
what’s involved in the construction of model steam engines, and I believe he will be
bringing a couple of engines along to show, and demonstrate what’s also involved in
making them work. I am sure that the presentation will be delivered in Ken’s usual
laid back, and humorous manner. NOT TO BE MISSED.
April also sees Drive - it - Day and this year after its two year sabbatical we are to be
treated to a route provided by Andy Robinson which will meander through the countryside and end up at Dagfields Crafts & Antique Centre, Nantwich.
After my declaration of intent to fit an uprated heater matrix and new motor with
larger fan to my MGB and after much tribulation, swearing, scraped knuckles and
forearms, the installation was completed, but not without numerous installations, and
removals of the unit after I’m afraid to say, some grinding and gentle hammering,
and more to the point a note in the instructions, adaption of brute force being the
only way in the end, to enable the fan to operate without catching ! ! !
The resultant test prior to the warm weather, did in fact, show an increase in warmth
commensurate I would say, in the order of the acclaimed 40% increase in matrix capacity.
Well a sunny day beckons, so Southport here we come, top down of course, and the
added bonus of extra warmth if its needed !
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Before the 1930 Traffic Act made them compulsory on
1st January, 1931,. Motorists in Britain were neither compelled take out third party insurance cover nor take an
eyesight test when applying for a driving licence. The Act
also compelled drivers to notify certain types of accidents
and instituted Britain’s first driving tests (though these
were restricted to disabled drivers to prove that they wer
nfit to drive safely). It also abolished the out-moded blanket 20 mph speed limit and replaced it with the offence of
dangerous driving (there was no upper limit).
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FORD CARS OF BRITAIN
The Ford organisation began in Britain in 1928 when the present Company was first
established here but Ford began making cars in 1903.Before then from 1904 up until
1911 cars were imported from the United States by a number of agencies, the first of
them arriving in 1904.The Ford Motor (England) Company was established in Manchester in 1911. At that time the Ford Company in Manchester were assembling
American cars but by 1954 some seventeen overseas countries were assembling cars
made in Manchester and Dagenham.
I recall that the early Ford eight cars had a wooden floor which was made in England
using part of the packing case which was used to import the bodies from the US.
Manchester saw the heyday of the Model ‘T’ of which some 15 million were made in
this country and the United States between the initial production date of 1st October
1908, and the conclusion of manufacturing of this model on 26th May 1927. Manchester produced the 250,000th Model ‘T’ car and this was toured throughout the UK. During WW2 the Manchester factory concentrated on the manufacture of Lorries and
trucks for the war effort ,but more importantly were heavily involved in the manufacture of engines for the Spitfire aircraft. Unfortunately, the engines for the Spitfire aircraft made by Ford did not have shells fitted to the main and big end units as the average time theses engines fitted to the aircraft had an average usage time of 7 hours.
Up until that time, assembly had been carried out in a series of improvised shops
mainly adapted from many old carriage works which was obviously very unproductive. An area in Dagenham was used to construct the enormous plant which was located right next to the River Thames, and was built large enough to produce and build
UK manufactured cars using the ‘flow’ production system pioneered by Henry Ford.
By 1931 some 4,569 passenger cars were built but by 1937 the production figure rose
to 112,863 and in August 1946 the millionth vehicle was driven off the production
lines. By 1954 the daily output from the Factory rose to 1000 units together with 200
tons of spare parts. Briggs motor Bodies were initially used by Ford to make the vehicle bodies but Briggs were bought by Ford in 1953.
After the war hostilities were over the Manchester factory reverted to the manufacture
of motor-cars but these were more or less the same as those made before the war, with
minor alterations.
My late fathers first car was a 1954 sit up and beg Ford Popular which was finished in
black (reg no 640 BME) although other colours were available but initially Ford said
you can have any other colour as long as it is black. It was not until 1952 that the Ford
range of vehicles was substantially changed. The range of cars offered at that time
comprised the Popular which used the body from the earlier Ford 10 Anglia Saloon
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Several other models followed which had coil spring suspension to the front and leaf
springs at the back. Overdrive was offered in 1949 and an automatic transmission unit
first made its debut in 1951. In 1954 two new engines were introduced in the US
these being V8 units fitted to the Mainline and Customline car with a 115bhp unit in
the Crestline.
Ford has a considerable wealth of manufacturing history and most recently the Dagenham plant has been making Transit vans but if my memory serves me correct, these
are now being made overseas and the Dagenham factory making batteries. Say no
more.
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Anthony Boe

March 2022

All The Car You Need (And Then Some)

The French equivalent of an MOT is a Contrôle Technique or CT for short, and the
pass certificate lasts for two years. Having witnessed one wherein the DS passed its
test, it's a fairly rigorous process. That said, the sympathetic tester did seem to 'help'
the D to get through its exam, at least to my untrained eyes. He was clearly a fan of
old Citroëns.
A CT was a little too testing for our 20-year-old Honda Accord, which didn't benefit
from the nostalgic feelings generated by an old French voiture. After the Honda's
long tenure on salty UK roads, it had too much corrosion to be deemed roadworthy
for French use. It's a massive shame for a car that had sentimental value and was still
a reliable runner. Even at the end, when it went to be recycled, it motored to its doom
in fine style.
We knew this would be the likely outcome, so we decided to bite the bullet and invest
in a new car. We did consider a secondhand model, but they are costly in France, so
we thought what the hell and opted for something with a 'new car smell'. So what reasonably priced conveyance did we choose? A Dacia Sandero Stepway, that's what.
But it took an age to arrive due to the semi-conductor drought of 2021.
In the UK, people may still be a little sniffy about these low cost motors (except, perhaps, James "good news" May). Maybe, for image-conscious Brits, they're seen as a
bit bargain basement in the same way as early Datsuns or Skodas.
But in France, they're everywhere. I'd estimate between 10 - 15% of the cars on the
road is a Dacia. It's easy to understand why when you know behind the shield-like
badge are well-proven Renault mechanicals. Indeed, Renault Groupe has owned Dacia since 1998, and they even market some Dacia models under their master brand in
none-European markets.
Since its formation in 1966 as Automobile Dacia S.A in communist Romania, its history has played out like other eastern European car brands as they edged gradually
towards western markets. Dacia set off building Renaults under license, beginning
with the Renault 8 and 11 models (including the sporty Gordini 1100S). However, the
firm drifted away from Renault's influence in the eighties as they developed more
bespoke models such as the Nova and a remarkable 8-seater called the 1310 MaxiBreak. More practical was a series of well-liked and rugged flatbed pick-ups.
Dacia soldiered on as a cold war survivor until Renault Groupe acquired the brand.
This coincided with the commissioning of the game-changing Logan model launched
in 2004. This car, based on the versatile Nissan/Renault B0 platform, helped build
the Dacia brand into the powerhouse we know today. The mark l Sandero and Duster
models were also derived from this chassis.
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In summary, it's all the car we need (and then some), for relatively little money.

.
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Until next time then. Happy motoring everyone
You can read more of Anthony‘s car related writing in his blog:
sylvian scribblings.blogspot.co.uk
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Forthcoming Events
April

-Wed 20th - Talk from Ken Coxey on Model Engineering
-Sun 24th - Drive-it-Day - A r un finishing at Dagfields Cr afts & Antique Centr e,
Nantwich.

May

- Wed 18th - Presentation from Hearing Dogs for the deaf .
- 27th/29th - Smallwood Vintage Rally (Entry forms enclosed)

June

- Sat/Sun 4th/5th Tatton Park Classic Car Spectacular
- W ed 15th - Noggin & Natter (Pre P&D Charity Run)
- Sun 19th - Peaks & Dales Char ity Run.

July

- Wed 20th - Club BBQ

Aug

- Wed 17th - Noggin & Natter

Sept

- Sun 4th - Club Show at Brookside Garden Centre.
The Treasure hunt will now take place in September. To be arranged.

For Sale

1972 MGB GT

In great condition £10.000. ONO.

Also Breaking 1977 MGB GT (Plastic Bumper Model)
Buyer collects. All parts extracted.
Peter Ludlaim 0161 487 1301 - 07885 075265
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FIAT – Where Did It All Go Wrong?

From Keith Yates

FIAT (Fabrica Italiana Automobil Torino) where established as a car manufacturer
in 1899/1900 so can therefore be considered an early motoring pioneer and a grandee at the table of automotive history. From a purely personal perspective (probably
due to my age!), my interest centres mostly on the 1960’s/70’s models but, it must
be said, there have been several more recent models that have touched my ‘would
like to own’ button. Yes, I know that FIAT cars (include Alfa Romeo and Lancia in
this too) were notorious for rampant tin-worm and electrical problems during the late
60’s and throughout the 70’s but, poor quality Russian steel aside, these where Italian cars and a bit more exclusive than their rivals. FIAT models were always well
engineered, just that bit different and well thought out for the market sectors that
they were aimed at. In the early 1970’s a lot of young guys dreamed of owning cars
like a Ford Capri 3000 V6, an MGB GT, a Datsun 240Z or perhaps a Reliant Scimitar GTE. I remember that these were just a few of the cars deemed suitable to enhance their platform shoes, 28” hipster flares, cheesecloth shirts and their generously
hirsute images. If you wanted to stand out and perhaps be a bit more ‘cool’ than your
rivals however, a FIAT 124 Sport Coupe would have more than adequately fitted the
bill. This, to my eyes, beautifully stylish coupe with its glorious alloy, four cylinder
twin cam was and, if you can find a rust-free survivor car, still is a very cool car indeed.
So what has prompted this drive down memory lane and my initial titular question?
Well a combination of three things really. The first was the sight of club member
Dominic Meredith’s very desirable FIAT 124 Spider at the 2021 Club Show – what
a lovely car. That got me thinking about some truly great FIAT models from the past
and, leading onto the second aspect of this, the question of what was the last FIAT
model to be worthy of the famous laurel-leaf badge. Whilst mulling that one over I
remembered taking some photos of a rather forlorn 1990’s FIAT Coupe whilst on
holiday in Keswick last year. This still stylish, very pretty and quite muscular looking car has been laid up for quite some time, seemingly forgotten, in the corner of
the backyard of Keswick Motor Co’s town centre site. Could that little beauty be the
last of a long line of glorious cars? Thirdly, finally and most depressing of all is the
rather pathetic range of FIAT cars that are currently on sale to the UK market. What
a sad bunch of dull, dreary, long-in-the-tooth ‘blandmobiles’ they all are. The only
positive I can think of is that the now ageing FIAT 500 still retains a fan following
and, after countless numbers of paint/special edition versions, a limited retro chic
desirability. FIAT, what is going on!? You’re an Italian car company for goodness
sake. Take a long lingering look at your back catalogue of hits and be inspired to do
much better. The buying public expect some flare, some style, some individual
quirkiness and just a pinch of red-blooded Italian brio. I suppose the most recent – so
called – ‘124 Spider’ was at least an attempt to pay homage to the past. However,
what we were presented with was a ‘retro restyled’ Mazda MX5. A nice enough car
but one that only vaguely looked like the original 124 Spider that it was aping – this
at 50yds and after 8pints of best bitter!
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So what about some of the FIAT ‘greats’ that car enthusiasts can look back on with
pleasure and the Company with pride? Here’s a few of my personal favourites but
you might have others too; FIAT 500 Topolino (1946-55) – The car that ‘made’ FIAT and got the postwar
Italian public mobile.
FIAT 600 (1955-69)– A rear engined little marvel that continued where the
Topolino left off. No less than 1,000,000 were made in the first 5yrs of production. Considered to be retro cool now.
FIAT 500 Nuova (1957-75) – The true Topolino replacement but with a rear
mounted, twin cylinder air-cooled engine. How could anyone resist these
well engineered, cute and ultra-cool little cars?
FIAT 850 (1964-71) – A four cylinder, water-cooled and rear mounted engine. A
step up from the 500 and 600 (that it replaced) and one for aspirational (and
expanding!) postwar Italian families.
FIAT 850 Coupe & Spider (1965-71/72) – Just super stylish and, for their size,
very quick little cars. The Coupe was an in-house design but Bertone was
responsible for the Spider.
FIAT 124 Spider (1966-82) & Coupe (1967-72) – Again, the stylish Coupe was
an in-house design but the Spider was the work of Pininfarina. The vast majority of the Spiders (mini Ferraris) went to the USA. Check out the mighty
Abarth 124 Rally car!
FIAT Dino Coupe (1966-72) & Spider (1967-72) – Yes, the FIAT with the
2ltr/2.4ltr Dino Ferrari engine. Top speeds of between 125mph & 130mph
made these very quick cars of their generation. Both of these cars (but particularly the Spider) are undoubtedly automotive gorgeousness – show and go!
Check out the black Coupe used by the Mafioso Don in the film The Italian
Job.
FIAT 130 2dr Coupe (1971-77) – With an ultra sharp and stylish body, a
2866cc/3235cc V6 engine and 140/165bhp on tap this was a car to hunt
down BMWs and Mercedes rivals on the autobahns.
FIAT 128 Sport (1971-79) – A front-wheel drive, 2dr/hatchback sporty car that
was a ‘hot hatch’ before the term was invented.
FIAT X1/9 (1972-89) – A true 2 seater, mid-engined sports car, with a ‘Targa’
roof, that was styled by Bertone and built by that company from late 1981 to
1988. A car that still remains sharp and good looking today and only bettered
(?) by the later and original Toyota MR2.
FIAT Mirafiori/131 (1974-84) – Yes, OK, the car was mostly a boring looking
family saloon but there was also a very special one, the 2.0ltr Twin Cam. It
had real go, superb handling, made all the right noises and in the hands of a
good driver could get from A to B very quickly indeed. Check out the
mighty 131 Abarth Grp 4 rally car that won FIAT the 1977, 1978 & 1980
manufacturers’ World Rally Championship and in which the great Walter
Rohrl, a man that knew how to get the best from a good car, won the 1980
drivers’ World Rally Championship.
FIAT Barchetta (1995-2006) – A simply drop-dead gorgeous 2 seater roadster;
enough said.
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FIAT Barchetta (1995-2006) – A simply drop-dead gorgeous 2 seater roadster;
enough said.
FIAT Coupe (1994-2000) – Make mine a 2.0ltr Turbo, Dark Red Metallic and
black leather seats. That would do very nicely indeed.
So what would get the vote for the most recent FIAT worthy of the name and badge.
Opinions amongst car enthusiasts will obviously vary (I’d be very interested to hear
members’ views) and depend on a number of criteria. Personally, I’m going to have
to sit on the fence (the photos give half a clue) as I couldn’t possibly decide between
the little Barchetta and the 90’s Coupe – specifically the 2.0ltr Turbo. Both of these
cars could only be Italian. In their respective classes they display originality, good
design, refinement, and excellent performance and dynamics – the Turbo could hit
62mph in 6.5secs and top speed of circa 155mph. Yes, the FIAT Dino Spider has
everything you could possibly want from an Italian sports car but I think I’d spend far
too much time looking at its gorgeousness rather than driving it hard with the roof
down.
Keith Yates

_______________________

Dream Car Let’s have a Monthly pic N º 1 - Ford 1600E Cortina
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For Sale
Graham weaver’s 1952 Sunbeam Talbot 90 PLG 609, was rebuilt 30 years ago. Due
to ill health, the car is now looking for a new home. Graham started to rewire it last
year, which is about three quarters through the project. The car has a 2264cc petrol
engine with column change gears, & was in perfect working order 12 months ago.
These photos taken as the car is, at present. Sensible offers please.
To view please contact Stephen Weaver on 07792 671105
or email
stalmelu@aol.com
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The Magazine Cover Picture is that of Keith Yates’ Mini, that you’ve read so much about.
(Mini break to Mini Issues.)
Committee Continued from back of front cover.
Associate members
- Company Auditor
David Rainsbury

Hall of Fame Award Recipients:2012 - Chris Parr
2014 - Bob Plant
2015 - Ray Etchells
2016 - Fred Dean
2020 - David Bowden

Vehicle Valuations for Insurance - Contact Mike Coffey - 01298 27424
mick.coffey1@talktalk.net

Club email address - hhcvc@yahoo.co.uk
Contributions for the Magazine in by 1st of the month please.
Please note that the opinions of the Editor and any Contributors are not necessarily
those of the Chairman or Directors of the Club.

Subscription Payments by Bank Transfer
National Westminster Bank
Account N° 40512746 Sort Code 01-05-51
Or contact Graham/Jean Knowles 0161 439 2106
Cheques should be made payable to
H&H CVC Ltd.

Advertising charges .
Commercial Full page - £60.00 for 12 months
½ page - £35 for 12 months
Commercial ad for vehicles one month £6
Club member’s personal vehicles - Free
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